Welcome to
Southeastern Louisiana University
NORTH CAMPUS

CAMPUS MAP
IF COMING FROM I-55.
TAKE WARDLINE
ROAD/UNIVERSITY AVENUE
EXIT. HEAD EAST ON
UNIVERSITY AVENUE. TAKE
A RIGHT ONTO NORTH
GENERAL PERSHING. THEN
TAKE A LEFT ONTO UNION
AVENUE. COACH/SPONSOR
CAN BE DROPPED OFF UNDER
THE OVERHANG ON THE
WEST SIDE OF THE STUDENT
UNION.

IF COMING FROM I-12.
TAKE PONCHATOULA/
HAMMOND EXIT. HEAD
NORTH DOWN RAILROAD
AVENUE. TAKE RIGHT ONTO
NORTH OAK STREET. HEAD
NORTH AND TAKE A RIGHT
ON NED MCGHEE DRIVE
THROUGH FRIENDSHIP
CIRCLE. TAKE A LEFT ON
NORTH GENERAL PERSHING
STREET. THEN TAKE A
RIGHT ONTO UNION AVENUE.
COACH/SPONSOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF UNDER THE
OVERHANG ON THE WEST
SIDE OF THE STUDENT
UNION.

ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT DIRECTIONS?
PLEASE CALL THE STUDENT UNION OFFICE AT (985)549-5670
FOR FURTHER DIRECTIONS.

GATE CODE: 1223